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to discover stakeholder needs that emerge in
the workplace. In many situations, it’s more
effective to take the tools to the workplace,
exploiting mobile computing technologies’ in-
creasing power and reliability.

In the last few years, mobile computing has
advanced rapidly, with significant advances in
processing speed, storage, connectivity, and
usability. For example, mobile devices such as
PDAs or smart phones and wireless technol-
ogy such as Wi-Fi or the Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System let people use
software applications whenever and wherever
they like. But what does this mean for re-
quirements engineering? What challenges and
opportunities does mobile computing hold for
RE? Observation and ethnographic tech-
niques, for example, have generally lacked
software tool support, in part due to a lack of
suitable technologies. Mobile technologies of-

fer exciting new opportunities to improve
these important requirements processes by
empowering analysts to understand stake-
holder needs in their work context.

One option is to use general-purpose tools
shipped with mobile devices to start docu-
menting requirements and capturing multime-
dia content. Another is to use mobile Web logs
(also called Moblogs), which use pictures an-
notated with basic text descriptions to share
information. However, tools that support es-
tablished RE methods can provide more spe-
cific support. We’ve developed two mobile RE
tools to address conventional tools’ limita-
tions in acquiring requirements: ARENA-M, a
requirements negotiation tool, and the Mobile
Scenario Presenter, a scenario-based RE tool3

(see the “Our Mobile Requirements Engineer-
ing Tools” sidebar for more information). In
this article, we draw on different experiences
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S
takeholders’ needs often emerge from analyses of their working
practices. Although this has been reflected in the increasing use of
observation1 and ethnographic techniques2 in requirements
processes, the literature reports little use of software tools when

analyzing these work practices. Indeed, most tools supporting requirements
acquisition and discovery reside on desktop computers, suggesting that
stakeholders come to the tools rather than vice versa. This makes it difficult
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with both tools, although space restricts us to
describing only the MSP in detail.

The Mobile Scenario Presenter
The MSP supports both mobile analysts

and future system users to acquire require-
ments systematically and in situ using struc-
tured scenarios. The MSP is based on ART-
SCENE (Analyzing Requirements Trade-offs:
Scenario Evaluations), a scenario-driven tech-
nique for discovering and documenting stake-
holder requirements. ART-SCENE integrates re-
sults from basic and applied research with
software engineering best practices to deliver a
complete approach that analysts can use to
produce requirements specifications.

ART-SCENE supports analysts and stakehold-
ers when they walk through scenarios that are
automatically generated from use-case specifica-
tions. The big idea underpinning these walk-
throughs is simple—people are better at identi-
fying errors of commission than omission. To
address this general human cognitive trend (that
is, that recall is weaker than recognition), ART-
SCENE scenario walkthroughs give stakeholders
recognition cues via automatically generated al-
ternative courses. If the alternative course is rel-
evant to the system being specified but the spec-
ification doesn’t handle it yet, the analyst has
identified a potential omission, and ART-SCENE

guides the analysts to specify and document the
relevant requirements.

Unlike the ART-SCENE ScenarioPresenter tool,
the MSP runs on a PDA. Walking through sce-
narios lets analysts or future system end users
elicit new requirements and comments (see figure
1). Using the MSP, analysts can observe current
system behavior and stakeholder interactions si-
multaneously. The MSP’s what-if capabilities
let analysts consider questions about abnormal
and unusual behavior in situ (such as, “What if
this action does not complete?”).

We’ve used the MSP in different workplaces
to acquire requirements. For example, at a con-
ference, seven analysts used the MSP to walk
through the scenario shown in figure 1 to dis-
cover their own requirements for a conference
presentation support system. During conference
presentations, analysts used the MSP to docu-
ment the audience’s requirements for the envis-
aged system. The scenario was composed of
nine normal course events (see figure 1a) and
three to 32 generated alternative courses (see fig-
ure 1b). Example alternative courses included

“What if this event does not occur?” and “What
if the action does not complete?”4

In another study, we used the MSP to dis-
cover requirements for a London bus stop infor-
mation system. Countdown is an electronic in-
formation display system that provides bus
arrival times in real time. An analyst used the
MSP at the bus stop to walk through the sce-
nario by observing the domain and its stake-
holders while walking through the normal
course events. The analyst entered requirements
discovered for selected events from observations
and an acquisition dialogue with an end user or
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ARENA-M (Anytime, Anywhere Requirements Negotiation Assistant—
Mobile) supports negotiation-based requirements acquisition.1 It helps
mobile stakeholders and facilitators reach a consensus about require-
ments. Stakeholders can express their goals and expectations using an
electronic brainstorming tool. They use electronic polling to prioritize re-
quirements. Stakeholders can then identify arising issues and options for
each unresolved issue. The team agrees on the requirements guided by
the win-win negotiation model.

The Mobile Scenario Presenter is a Web-based tool for requirements
discovery using scenarios. It works in tandem with the ART-SCENE Sce-
nario Presenter, a Web-based tool that provides scenario-walkthrough
capabilities.2 We describe the MSP and underlying ART-SCENE technolo-
gies at length in the main article.
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browsed the automatically generated alternative
courses for this event.4

The MSP has several features that enable it
to acquire requirements in the workplace. Fig-
ure 2a shows the dialogue for adding new re-
quirements. The lack of a scribe and traditional
keyboard when using the MSP means that ana-
lysts must capture requirements and comments
differently. We introduced new features for au-
dio recording requirements and comments us-
ing PDA technology and applications. The MSP
supports two different options for working
with multimedia content. The first is to use Mi-
crosoft’s Pocket Word to add audio recordings
and sketches (shown in figure 2b). The second
option is a plug-in offering a seamlessly inte-
grated and customizable approach. We devel-
oped simple, easy-to-use plug-ins for recording
audio and drawing sketches. Both solutions
support synchronizing requirements with desk-
top systems:5 After a mobile scenario walk-
through, users can synchronize the PDA with
the desktop ART-SCENE server to further elabo-
rate the recorded requirements and comments.

Because research into mobile RE tools is
new, we undertook a range of studies to ex-
plore whether requirements analysts could use
the MSP and ARENA-M tools during require-
ments discovery, documentation, and negotia-
tion tasks and whether the tools were useful
for these tasks. We initially studied the ARENA-
M tool6 in the domain of mobile information
systems. We investigated the effect of proto-
type MSPs on requirements discovery in a
range of settings, including analysts using the
MSP to document their own or an end user’s

requirements, as well as analysts using the
MSP when moving or not moving around the
domain. Detailed results from these studies are
reported at length elsewhere.4,7

Lessons learned
Our experiences with mobile RE tools reveal

six lessons that can help requirements practition-
ers establish stakeholder needs with mobile tech-
nologies and better use mobile technologies in
their requirements processes. 

Consider mobile tools where 
stakeholder needs emerge

The most obvious use of a mobile device is
to capture requirements where they emerge—
that is, in the future system users’ workplace.
While analysts are observing the work envi-
ronment, the mobile device guides them to in-
teract with future end users to better under-
stand their needs and to gather more relevant
requirements. Our results suggest that scenar-
ios that analysts viewed in the MSP provide a
script for asking questions to stakeholders in
the workplace.4 In its simplest form, the sce-
nario was a memory aid for the analyst (much
as an agenda guides a structured interview),
freeing some of the analyst’s cognitive re-
sources to observe and interact with people in
the workplace. The scenario’s structure was
largely sequential—a list of events that might
happen in the domain—and this influenced
which questions were asked. This reveals our
first lesson learned:

Lesson 1: You can use mobile technologies in
the workplace to discover requirements that
precisely reflect the future end users’ needs.

Current mobile applications can deliver some
but not all possible benefits, such as using the
workplace context (for example, who is being
observed, where she is, and what she’s doing).
Imagine a mobile requirements application that
can generate context-sensitive questions that are
informed by the analyst’s location and proxim-
ity to people or places. This isn’t as farfetched as
it sounds. We’re exploring the use of RFID in a
workplace to tag stakeholders, objects, and lo-
cations. These tags reference agents and objects
modeled in MSP-generated scenarios. There-
fore, when the analyst is in a location or near an
object or agent, the MSP scenario prioritizes
questions about that location, object, or agent.
Furthermore, if we extend these scenarios with
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simple models of the properties of these loca-
tions, objects, and agents, the scenario can gen-
erate tailored questions for the analyst. Al-
though we currently restrict the context to
physical location and proximity, we hope to re-
port the perceived effectiveness of such context-
sensitive questioning. The underlying technolo-
gies are available now, and we encourage you to
experiment with them to deliver informed re-
quirements questions.

You can also embed mobile technologies in
established requirements methods, making them
more available to a wider requirements audience.
One such method is Contextual Inquiry, which is
based on four customer-interaction principles:8

■ Context is being in the workplace and see-
ing work undertaken, using the context to
discover tacit knowledge.

■ Partnership involves the analyst develop-
ing expertise in seeing the work structure
and asking about it through conversa-
tion—alternating between watching and
probing—rather than more formal ques-
tion and answer session.

■ Interpretation is the chain of reasoning that
turns captured facts into an action relevant
to design intent and underlying facts.

■ Focus defines the analyst’s point of view
when studying the work, providing a
mechanism for structuring the inquiry
without controlling it and stopping a de-
veloping partnership.

So, how can tools support Contextual In-
quiry? The MSP can support the application of
at least two of the four principles.7 The MSP’s
use of mobile computing means that you can
take the tool into the workplace context, and
the increasingly ubiquitous nature of PDAs sug-
gests that using them won’t distract stakehold-
ers from their work. Furthermore, ART-SCENE’s
scenario generation parameters, which deter-
mine the depth and content of the MSP’s gener-
ated alternative courses and scenario contexts,
let the analyst adopt a focus and probe stake-
holders with relevant questions.

Finally, another emerging direction for mo-
bile tools is a requirements trainer. In our
studies, one analyst claimed that, over time,
she learned the scenario events and eventually
asked probes without referring to the MSP. Al-
though we didn’t anticipate the emergence of
the mobile tool as a possible training tool, it

raises the possibility of extending mobile re-
quirements tools to train requirements ana-
lysts before a session. The mobility is critical
to this learning. Analysts will often have to
travel to the workplace, and they can use the
mobile tool to learn, before arrival, important
domain concepts and questions to ask. There-
fore, not only can analysts use mobile tools
where stakeholders’ needs emerge, but mobile
tools can train analysts to observe and acquire
these needs where and when they emerge.

Use RE-specific tools instead 
of general-purpose tools

Today, mobile devices are designed as gen-
eral-purpose tools to support the needs of as
many customers as possible. Although this has
led to a wide range of application types on mo-
bile devices (for example, for capturing text,
audio, and video), there’s a lack of highly spe-
cialized applications for specific domains such
as RE. In principle, a mobile analyst can use ap-
plications such as Pocket Word to support RE
activities. These off-the-shelf solutions initially
appear effective for taking notes about future
system users’ requirements. However, real value
comes from integrating a PDA’s capabilities into
an application that supports specialized RE
tools for mobile requirements discovery.

Using structured RE techniques in the field
with mobile devices benefits from support for
specific RE methods and the tight integration of
mobile device capabilities to allow their seam-
less use. For example, during requirements ne-
gotiation, a stakeholder could use messaging or
email tools available on a mobile device. How-
ever, our experiences suggest that such an ap-
proach won’t work for most stakeholders owing
to the difficulties of tracking and structuring
such negotiations. Analysts could use Pocket
Word to represent scenarios and manage their
walkthroughs. However, users would miss RE-
specific features such as automatically generated
what-if questions or wizards for entering re-
quirements. Furthermore, Pocket Word lacks
multiuser support and automated synchroniza-
tion of the captured results with a desktop sce-
nario tool—features that are important in
desktop uses of scenario walkthrough tools.

Lesson 2: To achieve real benefits, we need a
range of bespoke mobile requirements tools.

In addition to seamlessly integrating a col-
lection of functions specific to RE activities,
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bespoke mobile RE tools offer additional func-
tions, such as lists of questions to ask stake-
holders. Although the MSP exploited the or-
dering of events in a scenario, you can apply
other frameworks to generate requirements ques-
tions that are delivered through mobile tools. You
can apply the Non-Functional Requirements
framework,9 Planguage,10 and quality models11

to generate questions about different qualities
(performance, reliability, and availability) associ-
ated with a stated requirement or observed task.
For example, Planguage decomposes a usability
requirement into requirements about entry-level
experience, training, handling ability, likeability,
and demonstrability. Why not tailor these de-
composed requirements types to ask questions
specific to the actors and objects being observed,
such as “What is the minimum level of experience
needed to use the system?” and “What levels of
training are needed?” Being able to interrogate
these actors directly in the workplace can lead to
more accurate answers and, hence, requirements.

Know your mobile tool’s target users
The participation of both analysts and future

system users is highly desirable in RE, but the
ways they use mobile tools can differ. When de-
veloping RE capabilities for mobile devices, you
must be clear about your target users. Our stud-
ies show that analysts seek more features, 
explicit support for RE processes, and a large
degree of control over the tool’s behavior, while
future system users prefer much simpler tools.4

The studies also showed that evaluations of the
MSP’s usability revealed a lack of guidance 
for difficult tasks and meaningful feedback 
for different types of users as two major issues.
The PDAs’ nature and usability extenuated this
problem.

Lesson 3: Consider the needs of different
users of mobile RE tools, such as analysts
and future system users.

We’ve been experimenting with features of
mobile RE tools for different types of users. Our
first MSP prototype supported field analysts
with features for scenario walkthroughs. It gave
analysts multimedia capturing through loose in-
tegration with Pocket Word. When developing a
new release of the MSP, we aimed to improve
support for future system users. This led to a
plug-in architecture that let users seamlessly in-
tegrate multimedia capabilities for arbitrary me-
dia types.5 Future system users also requested

more guidance and feedback for using the MSP,
so we developed a wizard for entering new re-
quirements and improved feedback to users
about the status of important tasks. The MSP
now also supports a role concept with defined
features for each role and customization fea-
tures to personalize the tool’s behavior.

Ensure the usability of your requirements 
application

Researchers have put little emphasis on
making requirements tools usable. On desktop
computers, usability problems are often less cri-
tical for modeling or analysis tasks because an-
alysts can easily find workarounds. This isn’t
the case, however, with requirements applica-
tions on mobile computing devices because ad-
ditional usability challenges emerge. Using a
mobile device in the workplace for observing
users and discovering requirements is challeng-
ing, and usability problems can detract signifi-
cantly from undertaking these tasks success-
fully. Our studies with the MSP4 revealed that
even relatively minor usability problems led to
difficulties. For example, in an early version of
the MSP, users could accidentally log out of the
system by hitting the “back” button in Mobile
Internet Explorer.

We discovered the usability issues also by un-
dertaking a heuristic usability evaluation with
six experienced usability analysts—researchers,
doctoral students, and postgraduate students at
City University’s Centre for HCI Design. Five
analysts rated the MSP as excellent or good for
supporting user recognition rather than recall.
Given the scenario walkthroughs’ purpose—
aiding users to discover requirements by recog-
nizing scenario events—the results suggest that
the MSP accomplishes its main purpose. Five
analysts rated the MSP as good or good but can
be improved for consistency and standards in its
interaction design. However, half of the analysts
rated both the support to recognize, diagnose,
and recover from errors and documentation and
help as very poor. Likewise, no analyst ranked
arc of action (that is, reviewing past and current
activities) as good. These usability problems
were diagnosed as reasons for poor analyst per-
formance during our MSP.

Lesson 4: Usability is essential for mobile re-
quirements tools.

How can we address this factor? Require-
ments analysts and researchers must understand
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in more detail how they do their own require-
ments tasks, and researchers must practice what
they preach, study and model requirements
tasks, and evaluate prototypes that are designed
to change and improve these tasks. Another im-
plication is that we must value usability of re-
quirements methods and tools—that is, the abil-
ity to learn and use these methods and tools
without error, quickly and frequently. 

Provide a sound technical infrastructure
Mentioning a technical infrastructure might

appear dull compared with the more exciting
goal of discovering high-quality requirements.
However, the tendency to focus on new tech-
nologies can lead people to underestimate the
importance of infrastructure. In mobile comput-
ing, problems can arise from low battery power,
short battery lifetime, intermittent network con-
nections, or software problems. Requirements
analysts usually test mobile RE tools on the
newest mobile devices in a development envi-
ronment with stable, high-bandwidth network
connections. Out in the field, these operational
settings can change dramatically, which could
result in bad response times or even cause the
tool to cease functioning. 

When using mobile tools, it’s essential to
know the technical and physical environment in
which you can use them. Reasonable perform-
ance and sufficient storage capabilities are the
minimum requirements for your mobile device
in all environments. The specific RE task at
hand determines what else is important. For ex-
ample, battery lifetime becomes an issue if you
plan long walkthrough sessions. Although au-
dio recording requirements makes sense in a
low-noise office environment, it’s of practically
no value at a noisy London bus stop.

Lesson 5: Carefully plan your use of mobile
RE tools in advance to ensure a sound tech-
nical infrastructure or to lessen your depend-
ence on the infrastructure in the first place.

In some studies, we had to use the MSP in
places with no Wi-Fi connections. Even hotspot
locations in central London didn’t offer reliable
network connections. This required some extra
work to provide a mobile server. Ultimately,
these experiences led us to develop a version that
offers a detached mode for offline operations
that are resynchronized once back at the desk-
top. This prototype supports only basic scenario
walkthroughs. Users can select normal and alter-

native course events and add requirements and
comments without an Internet connection. After
the walkthroughs, they can automatically syn-
chronize requirements and comments with data-
bases on the ART-SCENE server.

Capture cues rather than fully specified 
requirements

Regardless of the chosen representation
when capturing requirements (text, graphical,
or audio), the competing demands of observ-
ing, asking, and recording mean that they’re
sketched rather than specified in full using a
mobile device. This isn’t as unusual as it
sounds. It’s a truism that as analysts write re-
quirements, they won’t get them right the first
time, even in more traditional requirements
processes.12 Rather, the analyst first sketches
the requirement and returns to it later to pro-
duce the more complete specification. There-
fore, the sketch must be sufficiently semanti-
cally rich to help the analyst accurately and
consistently recall the requirements and the as-
sociated rationale and arguments.

Lesson 6: Capture just enough information
about a requirement to enable its complete
specification at a later time.

Multimedia capabilities are helpful for cap-
turing such cues, and tool support for organ-
izing and structuring the captured cues is im-
portant. Ideally, a tool lets analysts link the
cues to specific requirements in a requirements
repository,5 making it easier for them to pro-
duce more complete specifications.

Fortunately, solutions are available. If you’re
documenting requirements in text form, exploit
existing mobile-phone technologies such as au-
tocompletion. We’ve already used such tech-
niques in requirements specification. Our Web-
enabled UCaRE requirements tool exploits
glossary terms with their tagged senses from the
online WordNet lexicon to give analysts auto-
completion capabilities.13

A less technical approach is to employ a
simple, codified requirements language that re-
quires less documentation but still conveys suf-
ficient meaning. Although a project can de-
velop its own shorthand, existing requirements
techniques such Planguage10 also offer simple-
to-use templates that are quick and easy to fill
in with qualifier terms and quantifiers. We’ve
also added wizards to the MSP that expedite
requirements entering by offering a reusable
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vocabulary of objects, actors, and keywords on
buttons.5

M obile technologies offer exciting new
opportunities to improve important
requirements processes. However,

providing usable, useful mobile RE tools is chal-
lenging due to mobile devices’ limitations and
limited knowledge on successfully using mobile
RE tools in the field. You can use the reported
lessons learned as an initial guide to develop and
use mobile RE tools successfully. We believe that
mobile RE tools will complement rather than re-
place traditional approaches, and the combina-
tion of context-aware and conventional elicita-

tion and negotiation approaches has the poten-
tial to improve the quality of requirements. 

Evaluation studies also revealed several is-
sues,4 including biases arising from the limited
information available on mobile devices; inte-
grated training, process guidance, and tool sup-
port for analysts; and guidance for end users to
discover and document their own requirements.
Further work in the mobile RE field is needed to
address these issues.
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